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Abstract. The single cell gel electrophoresis assay is a sensitive,
rapid, and visual technique for deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strand-
break detection in individual mammalian cells, whose application has
significantly increased in the past few years. The cells are embedded
in agarose on glass slides followed by lyses of the cell membrane.
Thereafter, damaged DNA strands are electrophoresed away from the
nucleus towards the anode giving the appearance of a comet tail.
Nowadays, charge coupled device cameras are attached at optical
microscopes for recording the images of the cells, and digital image
processing is applied for obtaining quantitative descriptors. However,
the conventional software is usually expensive, inflexible and, in
many cases, can only provide low-order descriptors based in image
segmentation, determination of centers of mass, and Euclidean dis-
tances. Associated density functions and centered reduced moments
offer an effective and flexible alternative for quantitative analysis of
the comet cells. We will show how the position of the center of mass,
the lengths and orientation of the main semiaxes, and the eccentricity
of such images can be accurately determined by this method. © 2005
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1920567]
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1 Introduction
The single cell gel electrophoresis~SCGE! assay has been
successfully applied for genotoxic evaluation of many physi-
cal and chemical agents, such as ultraviolet-radiation,1 x rays,
H2O2 , acrilamide,2 oxidative stress in bovine embryo,3 sper-
matic deoxyribonucleic acid~DNA! integrity,4,5 and biocom-
patibility of biomaterials.6

The electrophoresis releases the segments of the broke
strand of the damaged DNA in the surroundings outside of th
cell. So, the appearance of the damaged DNA becomes sim
lar to the tail of a comet, whose head is the nucleus of eac
single cell. By analyzing the microscope images, quantitative
descriptors can be determined, which deal with the measure
ment of the local concentration of DNA molecules. Such a
measurement is useful for clastogenicity diagnostic.

At the beginning, manual estimation of the comet features
was attempted.7 However, the time dependence of the fluores-
cence strongly limits the procedures respective to the repro
ducibility of the measurements and the error estimation. Very
fast semiautomatic methods8,9 that involve digital image ac-
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quisition and storing10–12overcome this limitation. Image pro
cessing routines for both real time anda posteriori analysis
~i.e., image segmentation, determination of Euclidean d
tances, and centers of mass! has been implemented. Neverth
less, many of them can only provide low-order quantitat
descriptors.

Distinguishing between the head and the tail on the ima
of the comet cell is crucial for an accurate quantitative e
mation of their geometrical features.13 Although high order
moments of the light distribution of the comet image can
used to perform it, they are not effective in all cases, beca
their interpretation is usually very hard.

In this paper we will show that associated density fun
tions and centered reduced moments provide high-order q
titative descriptors with well-defined geometric interpretatio
for both the head and the tail of the comet cells. Specifica
null, first and second order associated density functions w
used for enhancing specific areas of the considered seg
of the cell. Position of the centers of mass of such are
length, and orientation of their semiaxes and their conten
light intensity could be accurately determined from the ce
tered reduced moments up to the sixth order.
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Fig. 1 (a) Image of a comet cell acquired by a conventional CCD camera. (b) Gray-level histogram of this image. The vertical line points out the
threshold value for noise suppression. (c) The same image after background noise suppression. (d) The gray-level histogram of the image after
background noise suppression. (e) Head and tail of a comet cell in after the image segmentation. (f), (g) Associated density function (i50,1,2) for
the head and the tail of the comet cell. (h) Morphological descriptors of the head and the tail of the comet cell, the first ellipse inside together with
its center is corresponding to V0(u,v), the second one to V1(u,v), and the third one to V2(u,v), with u as the horizontal coordinate and v as the
vertical coordinate. (i), (j), (k) Showed cells with different states of cleavage of DNA and their respective morphological descriptors. Normal, softly,
and strongly DNA damaged. (k) Image was reduced 1/3 the used scale in images (i) and (j).
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So, these descriptors of the image intensity distribution can
properly characterize the comet cells, and allow determining
the DNA concentration by applying suitable proportionality
rules.

2 Comet Cell Images Preprocessing
The images were obtained in a previous study designed t
estimate the clastogenicityin vitro. The alkaline protocol for
the SCGE assay, described by Singh et al.,14 was applied on
coatings of hybrid layers obtained by sol-gel containing glass
glass-ceramic, and HA particles on stainless steel AISI 304 in
peripherical blood mononuclear cells.15 Microscope images of
comet cell were recorded by a conventional eight-bit charge
coupled device~CCD! camera~i.e., 256 gray levels! attached
at the epifluorescense optical microscope@Fig. 1~a!#. So, each
034004Journal of Biomedical Optics
image will be an array ofN3M pixels, which can be repre
sented by anN3M matrix of positive whole numbers, from 0
for black to 255 for white.

This matrix contains the information of the comet cell im
age superimposed onto a background of fluctuating low int
sity values named background noise, which is mainly due
the dark currents in the CCD sensor.10 This noise must be
suppressed for accurately determining the high order m
ments of the image, because it strongly influences such
ments. In fact, the higher the moment order the greater
significance of the noise values.8

In most cases, the values of the background noise
uniformly distributed onto the region of gray levels below th
gray levels of the comet cell image. This region can
identified on the gray-level histogram as report
-2 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 2 (a) V0(u,v) of an isolated cell nucleus in reduced coordinates. (b) Ellipse (shadowed area) determined by m02
(0) , m11

(0) , m20
(0) .
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previously,10,16–18so that its highest gray level can be used as
a suitable threshold for background noise suppression@Fig.
1~b!#.

The image gray levels under this threshold are set to nu
and those equal or greater than the threshold will remain un
changed. Thereafter, the threshold value will be subtracte
from the unchanged image values to perform an offse
reset.10,17 The result is an image similar to that in Fig. 1~c!,
whose gray-level histogram is shown in Fig. 1~d!.

Then, the comet image can be segmented into head and ta
by applying a further threshold. Comet images show that the
gray levels of the tail are not higher than the gray levels of the
head. This means that the gray level corresponding to th
main maximum of the gray-level histogram of the image pro-
vides the suitable threshold for segmentation, i.e., gray level
below it will correspond to the tail and those equal or greate
than it will conform the head.

Thus, the head can be isolated by setting to null the gra
levels greater than or equal to the threshold and applying th
corresponding offset reset. The tail is isolated by setting to
null the gray levels lower than the threshold and resetting th
offset.

3 Centered Reduced Moments and Associated
Density Functions
An image recorded by the CCD camera is numerically repre
sented as a matrix ofN3M elements with values0
< f (n,m)<255.(n,m) are pairs of whole numbers that label
the pixel addresses, i.e.,0<n<N21 and0<m<M21. Let
us introduce the functionV0(u,v)5 f (u,v)/i f i , with u5n
2^n& and v5m2^m& called the centered coordinates,
because ^n&5(1/i f i)(n50

N21(m50
M21n f(n,m) and ^m&

5(1/i f i)(n50
N21(m50

M21m f(n,m) denote the position of the cen-
ter of mass of the image, andi f i5(n50

N21(m50
M21f (n,m) is the

image energy content.
Thus,V0(u,v) exhibits the properties of the discrete den-

sity functions,10,17 i.e., V0(u,v)>0, (u52U
U (v52V

V V0(u,v)
51 andV0(u,v)→0 for (u,v) far away from the coordinate
origin. Then, let us introduce itscentered reduced
moments10,15 as follows:

mpq
~0!5 (

u52U

U

(
v52V

V S u

U D pS v
VD q

V0~u,v !, ~1!
034004Journal of Biomedical Optics
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with p>0 andq>0 whole numbers, so thatp1q determines
the order of the moments. Thus, there arep1q11 centered
reduced moments of orderp1q. The termreducedis due to
the fact that21<u/U<1 and21<v/V<1.

Low-order centered reduced moments provide a quan
tive estimation of specific geometrical features of the ima
Indeed, Eq.~1! yields m00

(0)51 andm01
(0)5m10

(0)50 which de-
note the normalization ofV0(u,v) and the position of its cen-
ter of mass at the coordinate origin. The centered redu
moments of second orderm02

(0) , m11
(0) , m20

(0) determine an el-
lipse of areaA0 that encloses the main intensity values of t
image~Fig. 2!. If m11

(0)Þ0 the semiaxis of the ellipse will be
rotated with respect to the coordinate axis by an anglef0

5 1
2 arctan@2m11

(0)/(m20
(0)2m02

(0))#. After the rotation ofV0(u,v)
by 2f0 , the semiaxis of the ellipse will be parallel to th
coordinate axis and the centered reduced moments of se
order will have new values@h02

(0),0,h20
(0)#.

Then,a05Ah20
(0) andb05Ah02

(0) will denote the lengths of
the semiaxes ofV0(u,v). Assuming h02

(0)>h20
(0) , i.e., b0

>a0 , the eccentricity of the ellipse will be given byE0

5A12(a0 /b0)25A12h20
(0)/h02

(0), so that 0<E0<1. The
condition h02

(0)5h20
(0) implies a05b0 and E050. Conse-

quently,V0(u,v) will be circular symmetric, i.e.,h02
(0)5h20

(0)

5m02
(0)5m20

(0) and h11
(0)5m11

(0)50. In practical applications
V0(u,v) can be regarded as circular symmetric if the con
tion a0>0.9b0 holds, i.e.,E0<0.4359.On the other hand,
E051 is obtained if h20

(0)50. It means that the rotated
V0(u,v) is concentrated along a straight-line parallel to thev
axis, becausea050.

Furthermore, the fraction of the image energy enclosed
the ellipse is given byE05( (u,v)PA0

V0(u,v). It is customary
to perform further analysis based on higher order momen
E0<0.8.10,17,18 However, geometric descriptors based
higher order moments are not straightforwardly defined at

To overcome this limitation, we define theassociated den-
sity functions10,15 as

Vi~u,v !5CiF S u

U D 2

1S v
VD 2G i

V0~u,v !, ~2!

with i50, 1, 2,... andCi a constant that assures the norm
ization condition m00

( i )5(u52U
U (v52V

V Vi(u,v)51, i.e., C0

51, C151/@m20
(0)1m02

(0)#, C251/@m40
(0)12m22

(0)1m04
(0)#, and
-3 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 3 (a) Profiles of (u/U)21(v/V)2 and @ (u/U)21(v/V)2#2 for v50. (b) V1(u,v) and (c) V2(u,v) associated to the isolated cell nucleus in Fig. 2.
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so on. The coefficient@(u/U)21(v/V)2# i for i .0 deter-
mines revolution surfaces, which take the value null at the
origin @center of mass ofV0(u,v)] and one at the edges of the
image area@Fig. 3~a!#. As a consequence, this coefficient
strongly diminishes the values ofV0(u,v) in a vicinity of its
center of mass, whereas enhances the values ofV0(u,v) out-
side of such a vicinity, as depicted in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!.
Table 1 shows the first and second order centered reduce
moments of the associated density functions fori 50, 1, 2 in
terms of the centered reduced moments ofV0(u,v) up to the
sixth order.

It is well known that all the odd order moments of
V0(u,v) are equal to null if the image is symmetric with
respect to the coordinates origin.17,18Therefore, the centers of
mass ofV0(u,v), V1(u,v), andV2(u,v) will coincide in this
case, i.e.,m01

(1)5m10
(1)5m01

(2)5m10
(2)50. Otherwise, the image

asymmetries with respect to the coordinate origin can be es
timated by the vectors

Table 1 First and second order reduced moments of the associated
density functions in terms of the centered reduced moments of
V0(u,v) up to the sixth order. The expressions for the second order
moments are valid for symmetric associated density functions.

Moments i50→V0(u,v) i51→V1(u,v) i52→V2(u,v)

m01
(i) 0

m21
~0 !1m03

~0 !

m20
~0 !1m02

~0 !

m41
~0 !12m23

~0 !1m05
~0 !

m40
~0 !12m22

~0 !1m04
~0 !

m10
(i) 0

m30
~0 !1m12

~0 !

m20
~0 !1m02

~0 !

m50
~0 !12m32

~0 !1m14
~0 !

m40
~0 !12m22

~0 !1m04
~0 !

m02
(i) m02

(0) m40
~0 !1m22

~0 !

m20
~0 !1m02

~0 !

m42
~0 !12m24

~0 !1m06
~0 !

m40
~0 !12m22

~0 !1m04
~0 !

m11
(i) m11

(0) m31
~0 !1m13

~0 !

m20
~0 !1m02

~0 !

m51
~0 !12m33

~0 !1m15
~0 !

m40
~0 !12m22

~0 !1m04
~0 !

m20
(i) m20

(0) m22
~0 !1m04

~0 !

m20
~0 !1m02

~0 !

m60
~0 !12m42

~0 !1m24
~0 !

m40
~0 !12m22

~0 !1m04
~0 !
034004Journal of Biomedical Optics
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D15m10
~1!ûx1m01

~1!ûy5
1

m20
~0!1m02

~0!
$@m21

~0!1m03
~0!#ûx1@m30

~0!

1m12
~0!#ûy% ~3a!

for asymmetricV1(u,v) and

D25m10
~2!ûx1m01

~2!ûy5
1

m40
~0!12m22

~0!1m04
~0!

$@m41
~0!12m23

~0!

1m05
~0!#ûx1@m50

~0!12m32
~0!1m14

~0!#ûy% ~3b!

for asymmetricV2(u,v). In practical situations, images ca
be regarded as symmetric with respect to the coordinate or
@center of mass ofV0(u,v)] if the condition uDi u<0.2a0 is
fulfilled, with i51, 2 and a0 as the minor semiaxis o
V0(u,v).

The length and orientation of the semiaxes and the ecc
tricities of the associated density functions are determin
from their second order centered reduced moments.
V1(u,v) these moments are given by

mp,22p
~1! 5

m21p,22p
~0! 1mp,42p

~0!

m20
~0!1m02

~0!
1 (

n50

3

(
m50

3

Anm@m10
~1!#n@m01

~1!#m,

~4a!

and forV2(u,v) by

mp,22p
~2! 5

mp14,22p
~0! 12mp12,42p

~0! 1mp,62p
~0!

m40
~0!12m22

~0!1m04
~0!

1 (
n50

6

(
m50

6

Bnm@m10
~2!#n@m01

~2!#m, ~4b!

with p50, 1, 2. The coefficientsAnm depend in general on the
centered reduced moments ofV0(u,v) of order lower than 4,
andBnm on those whose order is lower than 6. Their spec
forms are obtained by applying the definition of the seco
order centered reduced moments.

They can also take the values null and one. By exam
for m02

(1) we obtainA0251 and all the remindedAnm are equal
to null, whereasA2051 and all the remindedAnm are equal to
null for m20

(1) . But for m11
(1) , the coefficientsA0,m.0 , An.0,0,

and A11 will be different from both null and one. All the
reminded ones will be equal to null. A similar analysis can
-4 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Table 2 Centered reduced moments mpq
(0) up to the fourth order for the comet cell in Fig. 1.

q
p

Head Tail

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 58.34 683.12 148.24 0.00 165.87 886898.58 54283.24 560.00

1 65.08 −21.33 −23.05 0.00 185.60 −84988.65 2378.41 317.16

2 628.09 37.46 0.00 344067.08 22451.72 179.62

3 −18.17 0.00 1416.07 101.73

4 0.00 560.00
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performed in Eq.~4b!. On the other hand, note that the second
terms on the right side of Eqs.~4a! and~4b! depend on pow-
ers of the centered reduced moments of first order ofV1(u,v)
and V2(u,v), respectively, i.e., the coordinates of the corre-
sponding centers of mass. Thus, these terms do not appear
the associated density functions are symmetric with respect t
the origin of coordinates becausem01

( i )5m10
( i )50 in these

cases. Consequently, Eqs.~4a! and ~4b! yield the expressions
in Table 1 for the second order centered reduced moments
symmetric associated density functions.

The centered reduced momentsm02
( i ) , m11

( i ) , and m20
( i ) ~i

50,1,2! determine an ellipse of areaAi , centered at the center
of mass ofVi(u,v), that encloses the main values of the
corresponding associated density function. The semiaxes o
such ellipses will be rotated respective to the coordinate axe
by anglesf i5

1
2 arctan$2m11

( i )/@m20
( i )2m02

( i )#%. Then, a rotation
of the corresponding associated density function by2f i will
set their semiaxes parallel to the coordinate axes, allowing a
accurate determination of their lengths and the eccentricity o
the associated density function. After such rotations, the sec
ond order centered reduced moments of the associated dens
functions will take new values@h02

( i ),0,h20
( i )#. Thus, the lengths

of the semiaxes and the eccentricities of the ellipses will be
given by

ai5Ah20
~ i !, ~5a!

bi5Ah02
~ i !, ~5b!

and

Ei5A12S ai

bi
D 2

5A12
h20

~ i !

h02
~ i !

, ~5c!

respectively, assumingh02
( i )>h20

( i ) , i.e., bi>ai , so that 0
<Ei<1. The conditionh02

( i )5h20
( i ) implies ai5bi andEi50.

Consequently,Vi(u,v) will be circular symmetric, i.e.,h02
( i )

5h20
( i )5m02

( i )5m20
( i ) and h11

( i )5m11
( i )50. In practical applica-

tions Vi(u,v) can be regarded as circular symmetric if the
condition ai>0.9bi holds, i.e.,Ei<0.4359.Furthermore,Ei

51 is obtained ifh20
( i )50, that is if the associated density

function concentrates along a straight-line parallel to thev
axis.
034004Journal of Biomedical Optics
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Now, the fraction of the energy content of the image e
closed by each ellipse is given by

Ei5 (
~u,v !PAi

V0~u,v !. ~6!

It is expected thatEi 11>Ei ~i50,1,2...! becauseAi11>Ai .
Furthermore,E2>0.8 usually holds for the comet cell image
we are concerned with. It justifies the statement that the se
centered reduced moments up to the sixth order provide
accurate and exhaustive description of the features of s
images. Obviously, ifE2,0.8,associated density functions o
higher order must be introduced for properly achieving t
image analysis.

In summary, associated density functions allow an accu
geometrical characterization of images based on centered
duced moments of high orders and on the few descriptors t
determine~i.e., position of their centers of mass, lengths, a
orientations of their semiaxis and their eccentricity!.

Centered reduced moments of a specific order are rel
to a specific associated density function, so that the segm
of the image they determine will be separately characteriz
The enclosed energy fraction provides a criterion to estab
the highest order required to perform an effective analysis

4 Results
To illustrate the earlier procedure, let us consider the co
cell image in Fig. 1, which was split into head and tail. T
electrophoresis device was prepared in such a way that
uniform electrical field was applied parallel to the coordina
axis u ~horizontal axis in the images!, and therefore orthogo
nal to thev axis ~vertical axis in the images!.

Table 2 shows the centered reduced momentsmpq
(0) up to

the fourth order for the head and the tail, respectively. T
convergence of the moments is apparent in both cases,
their values significantly decrease when the order increase
means that the information we are looking for can be exha
tively provided by a finite and small number of centered
duced moments. Fourth order moments of the head are es
tially equal to null because the corresponding coefficie
(u/U)p(v/V)q, for p1q54, screen the relevant informatio
of the head.
-5 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Table 3 Morphological descriptors for the comet in Fig. 1.

DNA Descriptors

Head Tail

V0(u,v) V1(u,v) V2(u,v) V0(u,v) V1(u,v) V2(u,v)

Center of
mass

position
(u,v)

0.00 0.00 −0.11 0.04 −1.13 −1.56 53.54 18.32 53.46 18.69 53.44 19.43

Normal Length of
the semiaxes in mm

5.52 5.59 6.93 7.07 7.78 7.90 2.76 1.25 4.33 1.14 5.03 1.20

Eccentricity 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00

Energy
content

88.94 99.36 99.95 81.27 96.57 97.66

Center of
mass

position
(u,v)

0.00 0.00 −0.12 0.66 −1.67 −1.96 50.13 19.90 50.23 20.76 51.01 21.63

Softly
affected

Length of
the semiaxes in mm

6.83 6.76 8.78 8.62 9.91 9.76 8.40 4.01 12.07 3.76 13.25 4.42

Eccentricity 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.72 0.83 0.82

Energy
content

88.06 91.96 92.95 86.87 90.80 91.95

Center of
mass

position
(u,v)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05

Strongly
affected

Length of
the semiaxes in mm

3.36 3.52 4.29 4.51 4.79 5.08 17.95 27.02 19.82 36.88 20.51 40.45

Eccentricity 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.58 0.68 0.70

Energy
content

88.21 99.35 99.95 82.33 83.13 84.54
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Table 3 shows the morphological descriptors of such come
cell, which are represented by the central points and the e
lipses in Figs. 1~i!, 1~j!, and 1~k!. As expected, the displace-
ment of the centers of mass along the direction of the applie
electrical field in the strongly affected cell is more signifi-
cantly than along thev axis ~vertical axis!. However, these
displacements are shorter in the cell head as in the cell tail.
means that DNA molecules remain concentrated around th
nucleus in head, but they are nonsymmetrically distributed
onto an extended region in the tail. In addition, the eccentric
ity is smaller than 0.24 for the head and greater than that fo
the tail. Therefore, the head essentially exhibits circular sym
metry, but the tail distributes onto an elliptical region as con-
firmed by the lengths of the semiaxes. Indeed, the horizonta
semiaxis of the tail is bigger than the vertical one because o
the orientation of the electrical field. Furthermore, the percen
of the energy content corresponding to the above descripto
were greater than 81.27% of the total energy of the respectiv
images. It allows us to state that such descriptors accurate
characterize the cell features of interest.
034004Journal of Biomedical Optics
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Cells with nondamaged DNA@Fig. 1~i!# are circular sym-
metric at all, so that the associated density functions of
cell nucleus yield concentric circles. As the analysis for t
tail is performed, a small ellipse is generated. However,
center of mass is practically located at the nucleus membr
its minor semiaxis is parallel to the electrical field directio
its length will be significantly smaller than the nucleus radiu
and its major semiaxis will be also smaller than the nucle
radius but orthogonal to the electrical field direction. The
fore the structure identified by the tail analysis will be in fa
a halo around the cell but not a comet tail. This analysis
confirmed by the corresponding numerical results in Table

Cells with softly affected DNA@Fig. 1~j!# remains circular
symmetric, but the centers of mass of its associated den
functions will be displaced to each other. The major semia
of the tail ellipse remains orthogonal to the electric field d
rection but its length is now comparable to the nucleus dia
eter. Furthermore, the center of mass of this ellipse lies
certain distance of the nucleus membrane. That means
DNA molecules migrate outside the cell through the me
-6 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Table 4 Differences between the descriptors given by CSS and CRM&ADF for Fig. 1. CS—comet score software, CRM&ADF—centered reduced
moments and associate density functions, and P.E.—Percent error relative to CSS. Calculated with, P.E.=(CRM&ADF−CSS)/CSS3100.

DNA Method

Comet length Comet height Head area Tail length Tail area

(mm) P.E. (mm) P.E. (mm2) P.E. (mm) P.E. (mm2) P.E.

Normal CSS 12.90 −10.36 11.55 −5.70 106.25 154.42 0.37 36.22 5.81 −58.88

CRM&ADF 11.56 10.89 270.32 0.50 2.39

Softly
affected

CSS 20.88 −19.74 17.32 7.10 187.63 126.72 5.90 −47.56 65.85 95.58

CRM&ADF 16.76 18.55 425.40 3.09 128.79

Strongly
affected

CSS 70.64 −17.78 31.45 −8.70 104.65 2.27 54.18 −5.93 1053.79 211.64

CRM&ADF 58.08 28.71 107.02 50.97 3284.01
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is
brane, although a significant concentration of DNA even re-
mains inside the cell. Thus, the cell exhibits a relative smal
comet tail.

To compare the performance of the proposed method@cen-
tered reduced moments and associated density function
~CRM&ADF!# with a conventional procedure, we have ap-
plied the ‘‘comet score’’ free software~CSS! to the same
comet cells in Figs. 1~i!, 1~j!, and 1~k!. The noise threshold
was fixed at 0.94 and the magnification was calibrated by
means of the micrometric grid of a hemocytometer.

Table 4 shows the percent differences between the resul
given by two methods~CSS and CRM&ADF!. The values of
the comet heights are close similar. Probably, the small abso
lutes differences~,8.7%! are related to the threshold value
chosen by the user of the CSS.

Bigger differences were obtained in the estimation of the
head area in Figs. 1~i! and 1~j!. They can be attributed to the
better processing of diffuse borders of CRM&ADF method.
Indeed, other methods usually consider the concept of ‘‘exten
head’’ in the analysis of the cell head, which neglect the val-
ues close to the diffuse borders. A similar reason explains th
differences in the estimation of the tail length. However, the
tail areas estimated by CRM&ADF method are not deter-
mined by the pixels of the tails in the images, but by math-
ematical ellipses determined by the tail descriptors. Therefor
their values are greater than the size of the regions occupie
by the pixels.

5 Conclusion
Image processing based on centered reduced moments a
associated density functions constitutes an effective tool fo
quantitative characterization of comet cells from SCGE assay
It could be separately applied to the nucleus and the tail of th
comet and also perform a global evaluation of the cell. By
using relative simple software, exhaustive evaluation is per
formed by calculating high order moments.
034004Journal of Biomedical Optics
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